Software and Technology
Innovative Discovery uses best-of-breed tools to build you a customized workflow that
accomplishes your goals. By integrating industry-leading applications into each project,
led by the expertise of our technology know-it-alls, ID’s clients rest assured they have
everything they need for the matter at hand.
ID FUELS OUR PROJECTS WITH A CUSTOMIZED MIX OF THE
FOLLOWING TOOLS:

BLACKOUT
Only Blackout can automatically redact and mark up native Excel
content and image f iles in Relativity. Blackout allows you to create
rules and then apply them against a document set to redact
documents at high-speed and high-volume.

BRAINSPACE
Brainspace accelerates the process of identifying what matters by
translating complex data into intuitive graphics so you can identify
patterns and relationships quickly.

BROADCAST
Broadcast allows Relativity users to choose f rom a range of charts
and graphs to create detailed reports and share them easily with
stakeholders, review teams, and clients.

CHRONICLE
Chronicle streamlines the process of assembling a privilege log by
using templates that recognize both Relativity f ields and dynamic
custom f ields, while allowing users to view & revise in real-time.

IBM
IBM provides clients with upgrades and solution modernization of
their IBM software, design and implementation of IBM solutions, and
managed services. ID is an IBM Gold Level Business Partner and has
implemented these solutions more than any other partner.

Blackout, Broadcast, and Chronicle are powered by Milyli. All tools are executed by ID certif ied experts.

www.id-edd.com
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ID EMAIL MANAGER
ID Email Manager (IEM) is an email governance solution that
leverages our proprietary technologies to help reduce email retention,
retain high business value email, and properly classify email records.

IDENTIFY FILE ANALYSIS
IDentify provides an end-to-end process for discovering, decisioning,
and acting on data cleanup so you can quickly and easily reduce your
f ile share redundant, obsolete, and trivial (ROT) data.

NUIX
From early case assessment and investigation to document review,
Nuix delivers a unique visual approach that lets legal teams and
litigation support master the details of any legal matter.

ONETRUST
OneTrust is a privacy management and marketing compliance
technology helping organizations comply with global regulations
like GDPR.

VECTOR FOR CONTENT
ID’s Vector for Content supports batch processing of large volumes of
content allowing for fast migrations and system integrations.

Blackout, Broadcast, and Chronicle are powered by Milyli. All tools are executed by ID certif ied experts.
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